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Abstract 
This paper investigated the positive solutions to the impulsive differential equations with multiple impulses. The 
estimates of positive solutions to impulsive differential equations with multiple impulses were obtained by the 
maximum principle. Then the results of impulsive differential equations with one impulse were extended to the 
impulsive differential equations with multiple impulses. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
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1. Introduction 
This paper discusses the estimates of positive solutions to the singular impulsive boundary value 
problem 
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where 10 1 <<<< ktt L )()(|),()(| 1'1''11 11 txtxxtxtxx tttt −=−= +=+= ΔΔ , ,0,0,0 ≥≥≥ cba ,0≥d
0>++= bcadacρ . For each ,1 ki ≤≤ ii IRRCI ),,(∈ is increasing and bounded. By singularity we 
mean that the functions f are allowed to be unbounded at 1,0 == tt and 0=x .
Problem (1) with kixI i ≤≤≡ 1,0)(  has been studied by many authors and they obtained excellent 
results, see [1-6]. For instance Taliaferro [1] has proved the existence and uniqueness of positive solutions 
to problem (1) with 0,)(),(,0 1
1 >=== − λλxtpxtfdb  by the shooting method; Zhang [2] has studied the 
existence and uniqueness of positive solutions to problem (1) with 10,)(),(,0 1
1 <<=== λλxtpxtfdb
by the method of upper and lower solutions; Habets and Zanolin [3] have investigated the existence of 
solutions to problem (1) with 0== db  by the method of upper and lower solutions. Wei and Pang [6] 
have obtained the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of positive solutions to problem (1) 
with xtpxtgxtf )(),(),( ρ+= by the method of upper and lower solutions. Problem (1) with 
1,0)( =≠ ixIi  has been seldom investigated, see only [7-10]. Xu [7-8] has investigated the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of positive solutions to problem (1) with 
1,)(),(,0
1
<=== ∑
=
k
n
k
k
kxtpxtfdb λλ by the fixed point index. Dai [10] has proved the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of positive solutions to problem (1) with 
0,,)()(),( >+= − mxtqxtpxtf m λλ by the method of upper and lower solutions. 
Let ),0[ +∞=+R  and for ,1 ki ≤≤ )(tx  is a map from [0,1] into +R ,
}lim,)(|{)],1,0([ existttatithandrightandhandleftitsandttatcontinuousistxxRPC ii =−−≠=+ ;
})(lim,)(|{)],1,0([1 existttattxofithandrightandleftitsandttatcontinuousistxxRPC ii =′−≠′=+ ;
})(lim,)(|{)],1,0([2 existttattxofithandrightandleftitsandttatcontinuousistxxRPC ii =′′−≠′′=+ .
A function )],1,0([)],1,0([)( 2 ++∈ RPCRPCtx I is called a )],1,0([ +RPC solution to problem (1) if it 
satisfies (1). A )],1,0([ +RPC  solution to problem (1) is called a )],1,0([
1
+RPC solution if )0(
+′x  and 
)1( −′x  both exist. A solution )(tx  to problem (1) is called positive if )1,0(,0)( ∈> ttx .
2.  Main Results 
In this section, we use the maximum principle to get the estimates of positive solutions of (1). 
Theorem1 Suppose f  and kiIi ≤≤1,  are nonnegative and )(tx  is a )],1,0([1 +RPC  positive solution 
to problem (1). Then there exist constants 1L  and 212 0, LLL <<  such that
],1,0[),()()()()( 21 ∈≤≤ ttvtuLtxtvtuL                                                                   (2)
where .)1()(,)( dtctvbattu +−=+=
 Proof. Suppose )(tx  is a )],1,0([1 +RPC positive solution to problem (1), then 0)1(,0)0( ≤′≥′ xx  and 
0)( >tx for ).1,0(∈t By integration of (1), we have  
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Let 1a be a constant sufficiently small satisfying .0)()( 111 ≥− tuatx  Let 
],,0[),()()( 11 tttuatxty ∈−=  then
),,0(,0))(,()( 1tttxtfty ∈=+′′
.0)()()(,0)0()0( 1111 ≥−==′− tuatxtyybay
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From the maximum principle, we have 0)( ≥ty  for ].,0[ 1tt∈  Therefore, 
].,0[),()( 11 tttuatx ∈≥                                                                    (4)
Because ],,[,0)( 1 kttttx ∈> we can choose a constant 2a sufficiently small such that 
].,[),()( 12 kttttuatx ∈≥                                                                   (5)
From (4) and (5), there exists a constant a such that
].,0[),()( ktttuatx ∈≥                                                                   (6)
On the other hand, let 1b  be a constant sufficiently large such that 
,)()( 1111 rtxtub =−
∫≥ 10 21 ))(,()0(2 t dssxsfyr
∫≥ 10 21 ))(,()(2 t dssxsfsyr
where .)( 12 ttty −=  Let ),()()( 1 txtubty −=  then 
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By (3) and Theorem 2.2 in [11], (7) has a unique solution )(ty  satisfying 
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Hence
].,0[),()( 11 tttubtx ∈≤                                                                          (8)
Because ],,[,0)( 1 kttttu ∈>  we can choose a constant 1b sufficiently large such that 
].,[),()( 12 kttttubtx ∈≤                                                                          (9)
From (7) and (8), there exists a constant b such that 
].,0[),()( ktttubtx ∈≤                                                                        (10)
Similarly, we can prove that there exist two constants dc ,  satisfying 
].1,(),()()( ktttvdtxtvc ∈≤≤                                                                   (11)
For ],,0[ ktt∈ from (6) and (10), we have 
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For ),1,( ktt∈  by (11), we know 
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Then (12)-(15) imply that (2) holds. The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
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